ORIENTATION SESSION REPORT
Centre for Advanced Studies in Labour Welfare (CASLW) successfully conducted an
Orientation Session for the Batch of 2026 on 25 September 2021 through Cisco
Webex.
It was a fruitful and interactive session which helped students recognize the work that
different teams do at CASLW and how the Centre functions. The main aim of the
session was to introduce the well- honed team of the Centre, the functioning of the
Centre, and to encourage students to understand the underlying discourse prevailing
around labour law and the contemporary relevance of the same.
The Moderator for the event was Ms. Tanisha Singh who facilitated the whole
session. She then introduced the former Student Convenor Mr. Anchit Singla whose
kind words attracted the attendees to learn more about the past activities and events of
the Centre. The functioning of the Centre’s was further elaborated by the current
Joint- Convenors, Ms. Tamanna Gupta and Ms. Aastha Singh.

Furthermore, the members of the Centre, in different teams such as Public Relations
Team, Research Team & Digital Editing Team, were introduced and members talked

about their experience and the work that they contributed to at CASLW, at the
session.
As the Centre would refuse to let the briefing be a monotonous lecture, it was time for
the Q&A Session, which dealt with questions that came in mainly from the Batch of
2026 and were diligently answered by the Faculty Co-Ordinator Dr. Geetika Walia.
She filled the students with enthusiasm for Labour Laws and encouraged students to
be the change that they want to see in the world by doing small gestures of big
magnitude. After the conclusion of the Q&A session, the event was formally
concluded.
The Centre would also like to acknowledge the role of the faculty coordinators, Dr.
Geetika Walia and Ms. Sonika for successfully organizing the orientation session.
Lastly, The Centre would like to thank the attendees for making it a fruitful &
interactive session, and looks forward to continued participation in other events
organized by Centre for Advanced Studies in Labour Welfare (CASLW).

